SHOP WINDOW

Eurobike happened in the middle of this issue’s schedule. Dan Joyce was busy editing so saved time and carbon and read the press releases instead.

1 Knog Scout £49.99
Fitting under a bottle cage, the 22g Scout can be located by Apple’s ‘Find My’ app. It’s also an 85db motion-sensitive alarm that sends an alert to your phone. And it’s rechargeable.
knog.com

2 Campagnolo Super Record Wireless £4,499
Campag’s electronic groupset is now wireless, like SRAM’s. Out go thumb levers and rim brakes (it’s hydraulic disc only); in come a quick-link chain and 10t small sprockets.
campagnolo.com

3 Nzero Bike Wet Lube 500ml €35.90
Many lubricants contain petrochemicals and PTFEs. This one is 100% plant based and organic. There are smaller bottles (100ml, €12.95) and degreasers, too, but no UK distributor as yet.
nzerowax.com/en

4 Tern BYB P10 £1,500
Tern’s new BYB model, the P10, is its smallest folding bike yet. At 80x50x33cm it’s bigger than a Brompton (64.5x56.5x27cm) but it also has bigger wheels: 20in vs 16in.
tembicycles.com

5 Fjallraven S/F Expandable Hip Pack £105
This Fjallraven/Specialized bag is a 4.5L hip pack that expands to become an 11.5L backpack when you need more carrying capacity. Review next issue.
fjallraven.com

6 Thule Bexey £TBC
Thule is best known for bike racks for cars but has made bike trailers for a while. At Eurobike it launched another: the Bexey – for dogs. No news on price or availability.
thule.com

7 CamelBak MULE On Bike Frame Pack £TBC
Part of its new bikepacking collection and winner of a Eurobike 2023 award, this pack combines a 2L hydration bladder with either 3L (size S) or 4.5L (L) of cargo storage.
camelbak.co.uk

Show time
Brazin’, the Scottish Handbuilt Bicycle Show, takes place in Glasgow on 5 August. Tickets are £7.50 in advance. brazin-scotland.com

More online
Check out our in-depth reviews of the latest bikes and gear online at:
cyclinguk.org/cycling-advice